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Inter@ct Positive Pay

Single Sign-On
If your bank is using DCI’s eBanking, a single sign-on link appears to navigate to Inter@ct
Positive Pay:
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Role Summary
To help manage access, Positive Pay matches a “role”, or scope of access, to each user. The site
administrator creates roles by assigning a set of specific capabilities to that role.


A role within the Positive Pay application is used to grant and deny rights to users.



Any user tied to the role will inherit those security settings.

The Role Summary screen displays all roles currently set up for the Positive Pay customer. To
change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the information in ascending
order; click again to sort in descending order. By default, the system-defined “admin” role is the
only role set up when the customer starts using the Positive Pay web application. Additional
roles may be added as needed to limit functionality to certain users within the system.


From this screen, any role with the exception of the “admin” role may be added, deleted,
or selected for maintenance.



The “admin” role may be changed, but it cannot be deleted.



A role tied to one or more users cannot be deleted until those users have been moved to
another role or the users have been deleted.
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Role Entry/Maintenance
To open this screen, click ADD ROLE or Edit next to a row.


Checkboxes control the type of access (Inquiry, Add, Edit, or Delete) as appropriate for
each function. A check mark indicates that the specific type of access is allowed.


Click SAVE to update the new or changed record.



Click CANCEL to return to the Role Summary screen.

Name

System or customer-defined identifier (maximum of ten
alphanumeric characters) for the role.

Description

System or customer-defined information (maximum of 30
alphanumeric characters) that describes the role in more detail.

The following Role Functions are used by the Positive Pay Web application:
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Reports

You may download and view Positive Pay exception reports.
Based on security, the Reports navigation button in the left panel
may or may not display.

Transactions

You may upload or delete transaction files and to view, modify or
delete individual transactions.

Exceptions

You may inquire on or update transactions that rejected as Positive
Pay exception items.
You may define the field positioning and type (fixed-length or
delimited) of the Transaction Upload files.

File Definitions

Accounts

Users may inquire and edit information on this screen. When
access to this function is granted for a particular user, the
respective navigation link displays in the left panel under the
section called ACH Positive Pay.

Companies

Users may inquiry, add and edit information on this screen. When
access to this function is granted for a particular user, the
respective navigation link displays in the left panel under the
section called ACH Positive Pay.

Suspect Entries

Users may inquire only on suspect entries. When access to this
function is granted for a particular user, the respective navigation
link displays in the left panel under the section called ACH
Positive Pay.

User

You may inquire, add, modify, and delete users.

Roles

You may inquire, add, modify, and delete roles within the
application.

Notification

Inquire on or update the email addresses used to notify customers
about Positive Pay exception items.

Non-owner Account Access Use this check box to grant non-owner account access for a
specific role.

iCore360 Education
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User Summary
The User Summary lists all existing user records for the Positive Pay customer.


From this screen, customers may add, update, or delete their own users.



To change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the information in
ascending order; click again to sort in descending order.
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User Entry/Maintenance


To open this screen, click ADD User or Edit next to a row.



Fill in or maintenance the appropriate information.



Select the appropriate radio button to assign the new user to a Role (the rights the user
has within the application).



Click SAVE to update the new or changed record, or click CANCEL to return to the
User Summary screen.
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User ID

Bank or customer-defined identifier (maximum of 14 letters or
digits, no spaces or other characters allowed) for the user.

Description

Bank or customer-defined information (maximum of 40
alphanumeric characters) that describes the user in more detail.

Customer Name

Print name from the customer record established in the iCore360
database.

Password

Password assigned to the user. Passwords must be between 8 and
20 characters in length and conform to the requirements described
in the password rules window.

Verify Password

Password re-entered for verification.

Password Expiration

Number of days before the password expires. The value must be
between 1 and 999. The password expiration may not be bypassed
due to this application's exposure to the Internet.

Status

User's current status. Selections are:
 Normal = Indicates the user is in normal status and should
be able to sign-in and use the application.
 Expired Password = The user's password has expired, and
he or she will be forced to change it before access to the
application is allowed. This is the recommended value
when creating a record for a user who is signing on to the
application for the first time.
 Locked Out = Indicates the user attempted to sign in with
an invalid password three consecutive times in the same
browser session. The user is locked out and will not be
allowed access until the administrator restores access.

Roles

Role assigned by the system administrator.

Security information

Multi-factor authentication information selected by the user during
the enrollment process.
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Notification Summary
Use this screen to add, modify, or delete the email addresses that will receive automatic email
notifications of exceptions. You may enter multiple email addresses for a customer as long as
each email address is unique.
 Emails are sent once a day at 8:00am to notify customers with check transactions or ACH
entries that rejected in the previous processing cycle due to Positive Pay/ACH Positive
Pay criteria.
 Emails are sent twice a day (10:00am and 4:00pm) to notify customers with ACH entries
identified today as suspects based on ACH Positive Pay criteria.
To change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the information in
ascending order, click again to sort in descending order.

Click the ADD EMAIL button to add a new email address.

Click the Edit link to maintenance an existing email address.
Email Function

System-defined function for which an email will be generated
automatically. Selections are:
 Exceptions - Items not posted (default)
 ACH suspect entries
NOTE: The Exceptions – Items not posted email notification
process will notify the customer when unposted transactions
are in the exception table with the ACH positive pay exception
reason.

Email Address

Email address for the customer.

Email Description

User-defined description for this email address.

iCore360 Education
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File Definition Summary
A properly authorized user creates a file template by accessing the File Definition Summary
Screen. This template or ‘definition’ sets the parameters for the Positive Pay files that are
subsequently uploaded by the customer, and is required in order to load new or voided items into
iCore360 or to download existing items.


The File Definition Summary screen allows the user to add new file definitions, modify
an existing file definition, or delete a file definition.



Each Positive Pay account must be assigned to at least one file definition record.

A new file definition can be added and existing ones edited or deleted from this screen by
clicking the Edit or Delete links.
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File Definition Entry/Maintenance


To open this screen, click Add File Definition or Edit next to a row.



Click Save to update the new or changed record, or click Cancel to return to the File
Definition Summary screen.

Definition Name

Customer-defined identifier (maximum of ten alphanumeric
characters) for the file definition.
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Definition Description

Customer-defined information (maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters) that describes the file definition in more detail.

Void Days

Default number of days that transactions uploaded with this file
definition will be valid for Positive Pay processing. During the file
upload, the user may override this default to another value if
needed. On the date a check is presented for payment, if its issue
date is older than the number of days specified in the Void Days
field, the transaction rejects in the Positive Pay process as invalid.
A value of zero indicates that checks will be valid regardless of
their issue date.

File Type

System-defined file format options. Selections are:
 Delimited = Every field in the file is separated with a
certain character, usually a comma. The field delimiter
indicates which character is used to separate each field.
 Fixed-Position = Each record in the file is the same length,
and every field within the file is in the same exact position.
When you select this option, a starting and ending position
for each field must be specified. An additional Field Length
text box displays and is used to indicate the length of each
field.

Field Delimiter

Alphanumeric character used to separate each field in a delimited
file. A comma is used by default, but you may select a different
character from the drop-down list.

Decimal Amounts

Checkbox to indicate if the amount field contains decimals. When
this box is unchecked, the load program will multiply each amount
by .01 to determine the decimal placement.

Date Format

System-defined issue date format options. Selections are:
 mmddyy: mmddyyyy; mm-dd-yy; mm-dd-yyyy;
mm/dd/yy; mm/dd/yyyy

Void Indicator

Alphanumeric character used to indicate that the item in the file is
to be voided. This field is optional and may be left blank if void
items will not be included in the issue file.

Account Number

Field number for the deposit account number in a delimited file, or
its starting field position in a fixed-position file.

Check Number

Field number for the check number in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file.
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Transaction Amount

Field number for the transaction amount in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file.

Description

Field number for the check description in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file. This field is optional
and may be left blank if it is not included in the issue file.

Issue Date

Field number for the check issue date in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file. This field is optional
and may be left blank if it is not included in the issue file.

Void Indicator

Field number for the void indicator in a delimited file, or its field
position in a fixed-position file. This one position field is optional
and may be left blank if void items will not be included in the issue
file.

Status

Field number for the system-defined status of the issue item, or its
field position in a fixed-position file. This one-position field is
optional and may be left blank if the file definition will not be used
for downloading or if the upload/download files do not include the
status.

Account Number

Open and active checking accounts for which the login customer is
the primary owner. When the user is assigned to a role with access
to non-owner accounts, the list includes open and active checking
accounts with the appropriate non-owner relationship to the login
customer number. A check mark indicates the account is assigned
to the file definition.
 Users who want to upload check issue files for non-owner
accounts must include the accounts in a file definition record.
 Positive Pay processing will not apply to an account if it is not
assigned to at least one file definition record.

Name

Displays the owner name for the accounts that do not have a
customer number equal to the login customer. This field displays
only if the user has rights to access non-owner account numbers.

Example Delimited File:
0351047399,105,0000000000,00000101276,01112006,C
0351047402,294,0000000000,00000000500,01032006,D
0351047402,294,0000000000,00000003058,01032006,D
0351047402,294,0000000000,00000009004,01062006,C
0351047402,294,0000000000,00000009004,01062006,D
0351047402,294,0000000000,00000017338,01092006,D
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Transaction Entry
Positive Pay  Transactions  Transaction Entry (top right of screen)
The Transaction Entry screen is used to manually add check records to the Positive Pay system.
Multiple records can be added into a single batch. The top section contains specific batch
information.

Once a record has been added, all batch information from above, except the description, is
grayed out and cannot be maintained.
 The check record is added to the grid below and Edit and Delete links appear to change
or delete the record prior to saving if necessary.
 Continue to add other check records as necessary.
 A batch created using this screen can contain a maximum of 100 check issue records.
 Totals display to indicate the total number of items and the total amount included in the
batch.
 Once all check records have been added, click Save to save the batch, or Cancel to
cancel without saving.
Customer Name

Print name from the customer record established in the iCore360
database.

File Definition

This drop-down list contains all file definition records that exist for
the customer.

Void Days

Number of days before the batch will become void, as established
in the selected file definition record. You may override the default
by entering a new value for the batch being loaded.

Inter@ct Positive Pay
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Account Number

Open and active checking accounts for which the login customer is
the primary owner. When the user is assigned to a role with access
to non-owner accounts, the list includes open and active checking
accounts with the appropriate non-owner relationship to the login
customer number. A check mark indicates the account is assigned
to the file definition.
 Users who want to upload check issue files for non-owner
accounts must include the accounts in a file definition record.
 Positive Pay processing will not apply to an account if it is not
assigned to at least one file definition record.

Description

Customer-defined information (maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters) that describes the issue file in more detail. This
information is required when uploading a transaction file.

Check #

Check number associated with the transaction.

Check Amount

Check amount associated with the transaction.

Payee/Description

Payee of the transaction or an associated description.

Issue Date

Issue date associated with the transaction. The issue date defaults
to the current date, but can be maintained if necessary. If the issue
date is older than the allowable void days, a warning message will
display to alert you.

Total Items

Total number of items included in the batch.

Batch Amount

Total dollar amount of items included in the batch.

iCore360 Education
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Transaction Upload
Positive Pay  Transactions  Batch Summary (top right of screen)
Transaction Upload will take you to the Transaction Upload screen as shown.
The Transaction Upload screen is used to upload a file of transactions to the Positive Pay system.


Customer Name pre-fills for existing PPW customers.



The drop-down for File Definition contains all file definition records that exist for that
customer and this selection pulls up the corresponding value for Void Days in the chosen
file definition.



The File Path/Name can be entered or you may select a file using Browse. After you select
a file from the browse window, the File Path/Name is filled out based on your selection.



Click Upload to transfer the file to iCore360 and load the transactions into the database, or
select Cancel to return to the Transaction Batch Summary screen.

Customer Name

Print name from the customer record established in the iCore360.

File Definition

The drop-down shows all file definitions that exist for a customer.

Void Days

Number of days before the batch will become void, as established
in the selected file definition record. You may override the default
by entering a new value for the batch being loaded.

Description

Customer-defined information (maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters) that describes the issue file in more detail. This
information is required when uploading a transaction file.

File Path/Name

Location and name of the transaction file to be loaded.

Inter@ct Positive Pay
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Successful Upload
After a successful file upload, the upload status will display, along with the batch number (if
applicable), total items and total amount of the new and voided transactions contained in the file.

Unsuccessful Upload
If any errors exist in the upload file, the user will be re-directed to a page explaining the reasons
for upload failure. Once the errors are corrected, the file can be selected for upload again.
The following screen shows an example of an invalid file that could not be uploaded:

Please keep the following considerations in mind when loading files:


A transaction will not load if an item with the same check number already exists for the
same account.



If you use a file definition that contains fields for Void Indicator and/or Status, a blank or
other valid value must exist in those fields for each record in the file.



A transaction cannot be successfully voided if it was previously paid, stopped, or voided,
or if the record contained in the upload file does not have the same check number and
amount as the transaction.

30
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Transaction Detail
The Transaction Detail screen allows the user to search for a specific transaction or transactions
using one or more of the following criteria:
 Account Number— Select an account from the drop-down list or select All Accounts
(default) to search all Positive Pay records for the customer. When the user is assigned to
a role with access to non-owner accounts, the list includes all Positive Pay accounts with
the appropriate non-owner relationship to the login customer number.
 Check Number
 Dollar Amount
 Payee
 Post Date—Date the item was paid or voided.
 Status—The Status field displays one of the following values:
 Blank - The transaction is an outstanding item.
 Force Post - The transaction has been or will be posted with an amount that does
not match the detail record, or with an issue date that is older than allowed by the
batch record's Void Days.
 Matched - The transaction has been presented for payment at the teller line and
has been memo-posted to the account.
 Paid - The transaction posted as a match based on check number and amount.
 Stopped - A stop pay record has been entered for this check number and amount,
and the transaction will reject if presented for payment.
 Void - The transaction is void and will reject if presented for payment.

NOTE: All search criteria other than Payee must be entered exactly as contained in the
transaction record. If you enter payee information, the search will search for records containing
all or a portion of the information.
 For example, if the payee is Smith & Jones Co, the record can be found by entering
“Smith & Jones,” “Smith,” “Smi,” “Jones,” etc.

Inter@ct Positive Pay
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Click once on any column heading to sort the information in ascending order, click again
to sort in descending order.
Click
to view the image record associated with a paid transaction.
The Edit link allows you to modify information for a transaction that does not have a
status of Paid or Stopped.
The Delete link is available to remove transactions that have not cleared or have not
been voided. This link will only display if the user has Role security to delete
transactions.
Audit records will be generated when users add, delete, or update the database tables
associated with Positive Pay processing. View these audit records on the
Audit/Maintenance – Miscellaneous Maintenance report.
History is housed in Positive Pay for one year. If the checks within a batch all clear the
batch will purge automatically when the last item clears. If some of the transactions
within the batch are void, stop pay, or unreconciled then the batch will purge after one
year.
To create a download file, select a file definition from the drop-down list and then click
Download.

iCore360 Education
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Transaction Download

This option allows you to use one of the account's existing file
definition records to create a download file of all records selected
during your search. For example, an excel file:

Transaction Totals

Number and total amount of the items that met your search criteria.

Batch Summary

Link to open the Transaction Batch Summary screen.

Transaction Entry

Link to open the Transaction Entry screen.

Inter@ct Positive Pay
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Transaction Maintenance
Positive Pay users have flexibility to maintain individual check issue records by clicking the
Edit link on the Positive Pay Transaction Detail screen. When maintaining an existing check
record Check Number, Transaction Amount, Issue Date, Payee/Description and Status fields can
be maintained.





Check Number must not be 0 and the account number-check number combination cannot
exist already in the database.
Transaction Amount must be greater than 0 (not zero and not negative).
Issue Date must not be null. During the save, a warning displays when the Issue Date is a
value less than or equal to today’s date minus the Void Days. If Void Days is equal to 0,
the date entered can be any date in the past based on our minimum date standard.



The description may contain up to 40 alphanumeric characters.



Valid values for Status are Force Paid, Void, or blank unless exception items have
already been updated at the bank.



If the exception update has already occurred, the screen displays the following message:
“EXCEPTION ITEMS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED FOR THE CURRENT BUSINESS
DAY. THE FORCE POST STATUS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE.”
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Transaction Batch Summary
The Transaction Batch Summary screen allows the user to view active transaction batch records
for any or all Positive Pay accounts owned by the customer.
NOTE: Standard purge processing is to purge check issue detail and batch records when the
issue date is more than 12 months in the past. Special purge processing is available for official
bank accounts that may be subject to escheat, for example, money order and cashier’s check
accounts. Under special purge processing, check issue detail and batch records will be purged
when the issue date is more than 12 months in the past and the status in the detail record in not
blank. Please notify DCI with a list of Positive Pay accounts that require longer purge period.
Once a file definition is created, the user is ready to upload an actual transaction file to the PPW
application.
 Using Positive Pay  Transaction  Batch Summary (top right of screen) links lead to
the Transaction Batch Summary screen.
 This screen allows properly authorized users to add new files (by using Add Transaction
tab) or edit and search (and, in some cases, delete) existing ones by selecting the
appropriate links.



Transactions in the batch have been changed or posted within iCore360. The Delete
link is not available for a batch that cannot be deleted.



To view the detail of transactions within the batch, click Edit or View if your security
for transactions is inquiry only.



Add Transactions will take you to the Transaction Upload screen.
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Exceptions
Positive Pay customers have the ability to receive an automatic notification via email when Positive
Pay exception items exist. They will also be able to view exception items and make the Pay/Return
decision for each item listed.

Positive Pay Exception Notification Email
The following screen is an example of the exception notification email.

iCore360 Education
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Positive Pay Exceptions
Positive Pay  Exceptions
The Exceptions screen displays all of the Positive Pay exception transactions for accounts owned
by the customer.
After cycle processing has occurred, any ACH suspect entries that were not allowed to post
display on the Positive Pay Exceptions screen as an “ACH Positive Pay Suspect” under the
Unposted Reason when the exception transaction was unpaid due to ACH positive pay criteria.
Transactions that reject due to ACH positive pay criteria will be returned unless the user marks
the item to pay on the Update Positive Pay exception transaction screen.



All items will default to Pay/Return status of pay, if they are not worked, items will reject
again.



Once an account number is selected from the drop down box, the screen displays a brief
description of the account type and all the exceptions associated with that particular
account.



To change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the information in
ascending order; click again to sort in descending order.



Click

to view the image record associated with the exception transaction.
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NOTE: Positive Pay check transactions that do not post due to a stop payment order are not
listed on the Positive Pay Exceptions screen. These transactions are marked to pay or return
using the iCore360 Stop Payment Exception Maintenance screen.
Account

Positive Pay deposit account number.

Check #

Check number associated with the exception transaction.

Tran Amount

Transaction amount.

Unposted Reason

Specific exception reason that prevented the transaction from
posting. Selections are:
 Invalid Amt
 Invalid Check #
 Invalid Issue Date
 Invalid Status
 ACH Positive Pay

Tran Date

Date the transaction was presented for payment.

Pay/Return

Current disposition of the exception item. Selections are:
 Pay
 Return

Status

“Updated” will display if maintenance has been performed
on the exception transaction.

iCore360 Education
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Update Positive Pay Exception Transaction
To open this screen, click the Edit link next to a Positive Pay exception transaction on the
previous screen, Positive Pay Exceptions.
Use this screen to return the exception transaction as unpaid or to perform the maintenance that
will allow it to post during the next processing cycle. If no action is taken, the transaction is
automatically presented again for posting, and it will reject again if the exception condition has
not been corrected.

Exception Details section
This section displays the exception record for the selected transaction. The information is the
same as that displayed on the Exceptions screen except for the following fields:
Account Number

Positive Pay deposit account number and owner's print name.

Account Description

Bank-defined description for the account type.

Check Number

An entry field is available only when the Unposted Reason is
Invalid Check #.

Pay/Return

Drop-down list to indicate the final disposition (pay or return) of
the exception transaction. System default . . . Pay

Inter@ct Positive Pay
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Positive Pay Transaction Details section
The fields displayed in this section of the screen vary depending on the Unposted Reason for the
selected exception item. The Positive Pay Transactions Details section will include the Company
ID, Company Name, Individual name and description for an ACH positive pay exception.

• The Previous and Next buttons allow you to navigate between exception transactions
in the order they were sorted on the Positive Pay Exceptions screen.
• Click Save to update the database with your changes. The screen will refresh and
display “Updated” to indicate that the update was successful.
• Click Cancel to return to the Positive Pay Exceptions screen.
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Returning/Paying Exception Items
To return an exception transaction as unpaid, select Return from the Pay/Return drop-down list
and click Save. The Return Reason will default to 17 Not Authorized if the item is a check, or
an R10 Cust Advises Not Authorized, if the item is a check presented as an ACH item.
The action required to pay an exception transaction will vary depending on the Unposted Reason
as follows:

Invalid Amount
An invalid amount exception item refers to a situation where the dollar amount for the
transaction does not agree with the Positive Pay check issue amount.

Perform one of the following actions to correct the exception condition and allow the transaction
to post:
A. If the Tran Amount does not match the check due to an encoding error and you
want to pay the encoded amount:
 Force-post the transaction using the Exception Details Tran amount.
 Change the New Status drop-down to Force Post and click Save.
 After the transaction posts, the Force Post status in the check issue record will
indicate an override occurred.
B. If the check issue record was uploaded or entered with the wrong amount:
 Use the Update Positive Pay Transaction screen to change the transaction amount in
the check issue record.
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C. If the Check Number of the transaction was encoded incorrectly:
 Change the Exception Details Check Number to a new value.
 The new check number must match an existing check issue record that does not
have a status of Paid, Stopped, or Void.
 Click Save. The Positive Pay Transaction Details section will refresh and display the
details from the check issue record with the same check number as the exception
transaction.
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Invalid Check #
An invalid check number exception item refers to a situation where the check issue record does
not exist with the same dollar amount and check number as the transaction.

Perform one of the following actions to correct the exception condition and allow the transaction
to post:
A. If the Check Number on the transaction was encoded incorrectly:
 Change the Exception Details Check Number to a new value.
 The new check number must match an existing check issue record with the same
transaction amount and the new record's status must not be Paid, Stopped, or Void.
 Click Save. The Positive Pay Transaction Details section will refresh and display the
details from the check issue record with the same check number as the exception
transaction.
B. If the check number does not match the exception transaction:
 Use the fields in the Positive Pay Transaction Details section of the screen to add a
single check issue record to match the exception transaction.
 The Void Days will default from the selected File Definition record. If desired, select
a new file definition from the drop-down or change the void days.
 Enter the Issue Date (required) and Payee/Description (optional) for the new record.
 Click Save. The Positive Pay Transaction Details section will refresh and display the
details from the new check issue record.
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C. If the exception occurred because a check issue file was not uploaded:
 Use the Positive Pay Transaction Upload screen to upload a file containing an issue
record for this check or use the Positive Pay Transaction Entry screen to add a single
check item.
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Invalid Issue Date
An invalid issue date exception item refers to a situation where the transaction posting date is
older than allowed per the Void Days in the batch record.

Perform one of the following actions to correct the exception condition and allow the transaction
to post:
A. If you want to override the void days:
 Force-post the transaction.
 Change the New Status drop-down to Force Post and click Save.
 After the transaction posts, the Force Post status in the check issue record will
indicate an override occurred.
B. If the Check Number on the transaction was encoded incorrectly:
 Change the Exception Details Check Number to a new value.
 The new check number must match an existing check issue record with the same
transaction amount and the new record's status must not be Paid, Stopped, or Void.
 Click Save. The Positive Pay Transaction Details section will refresh and display the
details from the check issue record with the same check number as the exception
transaction.
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Invalid Status
An invalid status exception item refers to a situation where the check issue record for the
transaction has a Status of Paid or Void.

Perform one of the following actions to correct the exception condition and allow the transaction
to post:
A. If you know the check was voided in error:
 Change the check status from Void to blank (outstanding).
 Change the Positive Pay Transaction Details New Status drop-down to blank and
click Save.
B. If the exception transaction is a check that was paid previously and returned and
you want to pay it again:
 Change the check status from Paid to blank (outstanding).
 This action is available only for users with site administrator security.
 Change the Positive Pay Transaction Details New Status drop-down to blank and
click Save.
C. If the Check Number on the transaction was encoded incorrectly:
 Change the Exception Details Check Number to a new value.
 The new check number must match an existing check issue record with the same
transaction amount and the new record's status must not be Paid, Stopped, or Void.
 Click Save. The Positive Pay Transaction Details section will refresh and display the
details from the check issue record with the same check number as the exception
transaction.
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A status other than Paid or Void indicates that the check issue record has already been updated to
allow the exception transaction to post, and no further action is required.
All maintenance to exception transactions must take place prior to the exception processing
update at the bank. If this process has already occurred, the Edit link is not available, and the
screen displays this message: “NOTE: EXCEPTION ITEMS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED FOR THE
CURRENT BUSINESS DAY. NO FURTHER UPDATE IS ALLOWED.”
NOTE: Any exception updates made by the customer on the website will be viewable
immediately in iCore360 by the bank.
NOTE: DCI Teller Interface: Positive Pay on the Web is interfaced with DCI Teller. A “problem
check” from a Positive Pay account being attempted to be cashed at the teller line will prompt a
message on the teller screen alerting the teller that there is a mismatch (an option for override
will be available in case it is necessary).
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Exception Reports
Positive Pay  Reports
During nightly processing, an Items Not Posted Positive Pay Accounts report will be generated if
there were any exception transactions for the Positive Pay accounts owned by the customer.
 Select the appropriate report from the Report dropdown. Currently the only available
report is an Exception report.
 Select Start Date and End Dates to filter your search if necessary. The screen will default
to the last 90 days. Use the Calendar icons or type in the necessary dates as needed. Both
dates can be blank, but otherwise Start Date must be less than or equal to End Date.
 Click the search button to display the available report dates that fall within the specified
range.
 Click the Download link to view the report or downloaded it to the workstation in PDF
format.
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Account Reconciliation File Definition Summary
Use this screen to add, modify, or delete file definitions for Account Reconciliation download
files.


A file definition record determines the selection, format, and placement of the history
information in a download file.



To change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the information in
ascending order, click again to sort in descending order.
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Account Reconciliation File Definition Entry/Maintenance
Click Add File Definition or an Edit link to open this screen. Click Save to update the new or
changed record, or click Cancel to return to the Account Reconciliation File Definition
Summary screen.

Definition Name

Customer-defined identifier (maximum of 10 alphanumeric
characters) for the file definition.
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Definition Description

Customer-defined information (maximum of 40 alphanumeric
characters) that describes the file definition in more detail.

Transaction Selection

Drop-down list of the transaction type to default as a select
criterion for history transactions. Selections are:
 All Transactions
 Checks Only = History items posted with a debit or
credit code equal to D (debit) and a check number greater
than 0.
 Debits Only = History items with a debit or credit
code equal to D (debits).
 Credits Only = History items with a debit or credit
code equal to C (credits).

File Type

System-defined file format options. Selections are:
 Delimited = Every field in the file is separated with a
certain character, usually a comma. The field delimiter
indicates which character is use to separate each field.
 Fixed-Position = Each record in the file is the same length,
and every field within the file is in the same exact position.
When you select this option, a starting and ending position
for each field must be specified. An additional Field Length
text box displays and is used to indicate the length of each
field.

Field Delimiter

Alphanumeric character used to separate each field in a delimited
file. A comma is used by default, but you may select a different
character from the drop-down list.

Decimal Amounts

Checkbox to indicate if the amount field contains decimals.

Date Format

System-defined posting date format options. Selections are:
 mmddyy
 mm/dd/yy
 mmddyyyy
 mm/dd/yyyy
 yymmdd
 yy/mm/dd
 yyyymmdd
 yyyy/mm/dd

Account Number

Field number for the deposit account number in a delimited file, or
its starting field position in a fixed-position file. The Field Length
value must be between 6 and 15.
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Check Number

Field number for the check number in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file. The Field Length
value must be between 6 and 15.

Debit/Credit Indicator

Field number for the debit or credit code in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed position file. The Field Length
value must be between 1 and 5.

Transaction Amount

Field number for the transaction amount in a delimited file, or its
starting field position in a fixed-position file. The Field Length
value must be between 6 and 15.

Posting Date

Field number for the transaction posting date in a delimited file, or
its starting field position in a fixed-position file. The Field Length
defaults as 6, 8, or 10 depending on the Date Format option you
choose and cannot be changed.

User-Defined Value

Field number for user-defined information to include with a
transaction in a delimited file, or its starting field position in a
fixed-position file. The Field Length value must be between 1 and
20. This field is optional and may be left blank if it will not be
included in the download file.

Deposit Accounts

All open and active checking accounts for which the customer is
the primary owner are displayed here. A check mark indicates that
the account is assigned to this file definition.

User-Defined Value

User-defined information for the accounts assigned to this file
definition.
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Account Reconciliation Transaction Download
Use this screen to view history transactions and optionally create a download file of the selected
transactions.

Customer Name

Print name from the customer record established in the iCore360
Database.

Definition

Drop-down list containing all file definition records that exist for
the customer.

Transaction Selection

Transaction type to use as a select criterion for history transactions,
as established in the selected file definition record. You may
change the default by selecting another value from the drop-down.

Starting Transaction Date Starting history date to use when selecting transactions, in
mm/dd/yyyy format. You do not need to enter the slashes, but you
must enter the month as two digits (for example, 05 for May).
Ending Transaction Date

Ending history date to use when selecting transactions,
in mm/dd/yyyy format. You do not need to enter the slashes, but
you must enter the month as two digits (for example, 05 for May).
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Select the appropriate file definition from the drop-down, enter the starting and ending
transaction dates and click Search.

The records meeting your search criteria will display in descending order by posting date (most
recent transactions first). If the search results in multiple pages, select the desired page number to
navigate to that page. To change the default view, click once on any column heading to sort the
information in ascending order, click again to sort in descending order.
The following information displays for each history transaction:
Account #

Account number.

Code

Three-digit iCore360 transaction code.

Description

Transaction description from the iCore360 transaction code
parameters.

Amount

Transaction amount in dollars and cents.

D/C

Code to indicate whether the transaction is a debit (D) or credit
(C).

Check #

Serial number of the transaction.

Tran Date

Effective date of the transaction.

Post Date

Posting date of the transaction.
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Trace #

Click

Trace number used to identify the transaction further. For paper
items (checks or deposit tickets), this is the document number
associated with the transaction.
to view the image record associated with the transaction.

To create a download file of the selected transactions click Download. A dialog box will open
to prompt you to open the file, save it, or cancel.



When you click the Open option, a Notepad window opens with the selected
transactions formatted according to the file definition used for the search.



When you click the Save option, a dialog box will open to prompt you for a file name
and location.

The Help? hyperlink will display the following with your bank information:
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ACH Positive Pay
ACH Positive Pay allows a customer to monitor ACH activity and flag unauthorized transactions
for return.
 Authorized ACH company records will identify the companies authorized to debit or
credit the deposit account, with optional transaction amount limitations and
effective/expiration dates.
 Customers will use Inter@ct screens to set up or maintain ACH positive pay accounts,
view or update authorized company records, view ACH entries meeting suspect criteria,
and make pay/return decisions for exception transactions.
NOTE: The ACH Positive Pay feature is a separately priced Inter@ct product. For more
information on using this feature at your bank, please contact your DCI Customer Relationship
Manager.
ACH Positive Pay processing will apply to these ACH standard entry classes:
 CCD Corporate Credit or Debit Entry
 CIE Customer Initiated Entry
 CTX Corporate Trade Exchange
 IAT International ACH Transaction
 POS Point of Sale Entry
 PPD Prearranged Payment and Deposit Entry
 TEL Telephone-Initiated Entry
 WEB Internet-Initiated/Mobile Entry
ACH entries generated from paper documents are excluded from ACH Positive Pay processing,
as these items are converted to paper items and processed the check Positive Pay. The following
ACH entries are excluded for ACH Positive Pay:
 ARC Accounts Receivable Entry
 BOC Back Office Conversion Entry
 MTE Machine Transfer Entry
 POP Point-of-Purchase Entry
 RCK Re-presented Check Entry
 SHR Shared Network Transaction
 TRC Check Truncation Entry
 TRX Check Truncation Entries Exchange
 XCK Destroyed Check Entry
When access to any of the role functions is granted for a particular user, the respective
navigation link displays in the left panel under the ACH Positive Pay section.
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Accounts
ACH Positive Pay  Accounts
The ACH Positive Pay Accounts screen is used to initialize the process of building authorized
company records for an account, as well as to start or stop ACH positive pay processing for an
account. The columns in this grid can be custom sorted if necessary.

Any open checking or money market accounts with the same customer number as the login
customer display on this screen. If access to non-owner accounts is allowed, open checking and
money market accounts with the appropriate non-owner relationship to the login customer
display and the name column indicates the name of the account’s primary owner. An Edit link
displays for each account when the user’s role security for ACH Positive Pay – Accounts
includes the Edit function.

Starting ACH Positive Pay:
1. Before ACH items can begin to be monitored, valid company records must exist for the
account. A date must be entered in the Positive Pay Start Date to begin the automated
process of building company records. Click Edit next to an account without a positive
pay start date the Positive Pay start date field becomes an entry field. The date must be a
valid date greater than or equal to today’s date.

2. Click Update to save the date or click the Cancel to ignore your changes.
3. On the specified date, the ACU321 – ACH Positive Pay program will build the records
based on all entries (excluding returned entries) for the account in the ACH Warehouse
table. Generally the ACH Warehouse table retains ACH information for a period of 12
months.
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4. The ACU321 program will produce an ACH Positive Pay—Account Conversion Report
(ACU321-01) report listing all company records built for the account. These records are
also placed on the ACH Positive Pay Company Summary screen and can be reviewed and
corrected by the user as necessary. Access this screen by selecting the Companies link in
the ACH Positive Pay section. Once the records have been reviewed, which is discussed
in the Companies section of this manual, locate the appropriate account to start
monitoring and click Edit again.

5. The ACH Posting Control displays with a drop-down. Click the Positive Pay option to
activate ACH positive pay processing for the account.
6. Click Update to save your changes. Once saved, the Positive Pay Activation date
displays today’s date. During month end processing the previously discussed ACU321
program will also produce a report listing the number of monitored debit and credit
transactions for each account using ACH positive pay.
NOTE: To deactivate ACH positive pay, select None in the ACH Posting Control field.
Account #

Account number of open checking or money market account for
the login customer. Display in account number order.

Name

Name of the customer if this account is not owned by the login
customer. Value is left blank if the owner is the login customer.

ACH Posting Control

This flag indicates the account’s ACH positive pay processing
option. Selections are:
 None – Displays if ACH Positive Pay is not active for the
account.
 Positive Pay – Displays if ACH positive pay processing has
been started for an account.

Positive Pay Start Date

Indicates the date that the ACH Positive Pay program will generate
or has generated the initial set of company records.

Positive Pay Activate Date Indicates the date that the account’s ACH Posting Control was
changed to ‘Positive Pay’.
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Companies
ACH Positive Pay  Companies
The ACH Positive Pay Company Summary screen displays the authorized company records for
accounts using ACH positive pay. All accounts will be display by default. The Accounts
dropdown can be used to filter the company records displayed in the list by account number. The
columns in the list area include the custom sort feature.

Maintaining an ACH Company Record
The ACU321 program previously discussed in the Accounts section, builds the initial set of
company records. At this point, users can use this screen to view or update ACH Positive Pay
company records.
1. Click Edit to maintain any of the displayed information for a particular company.
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2. Use the Update ACH Positive Pay Company screen to update the Company ID, effective
or expiration dates, types of transactions authorized and authorized limits for the ACH
company record.
 When a new record is created, the effective date defaults to today’s date, but can
be maintained to any other date in the future if necessary.
 The expiration date defaults to the infinity date, but can also be maintained if only
wanting to authorize transactions from this company for a set amount of time. The
user must change the expiration date on a company record when the originator is
no longer authorized to debit or credit the account.
 To maintain either field, the user can enter a date or select it using the Calendar
icon.
 The ACU321 conversion program will create authorized company records for all
entries received for an account using ACH positive pay, this includes debits or
credits. If a particular company sends only debit entries to the account, the user
may change the Debits/Credits indicator to another value if needed.
 For new records, minimum amounts default to zero, while maximum amounts
default to a value of all 9s. If necessary, maintain these fields to indicate an
authorizing limit for a particular company.
3. Click Save to update the database with the new values or Cancel to return to the
summary screen.

Adding Company Records
Based on user security, an Add Company button may also be available from this screen. A
new company can only be added after the ACH Posting Control has been set to positive pay on
the ACH Positive Pay Accounts screen. Only those accounts will be displayed in the accounts
dropdown for a new record.

Enter all other applicable fields when creating a new company record. Remember to click the
Save to save any changes, or click cancel to disregard your entries.
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Customer Name

Login customer name.

Account Number

Deposit account number.

Company ID

Company identifier.

Company Name

Short name of the ACH company from the ACH company record.

Effective Date

Begin of date range to monitor transactions from the specified
company.

Expiration Date

End of date range to monitor transactions from the specified
company.

Debit/Credits

Indicates what type of ACH entries to monitor. Selections are:
 Debits and credits – This value defaults when the same
company ID originates both debits and credits.
 Credits only
 Debits only

Minimum Amount

Minimum authorized transaction limits set for the specified
company.

Maximum Amount

Maximum authorized transaction limits set for the specified
company.
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Suspect Entries
ACH Positive Pay  Suspect Entries
The ACH Positive Pay (ACU320) program will run with each ACH file to identify ACH
transactions that are suspects based on the account’s authorized company records. The ACH
Positive Pay Suspect Entries screen will display today’s pending transactions that met ACH
positive pay suspect criteria. Use this screen to review all suspect entries.
 Use the Accounts drop-down to filter the view for a specific account.

This screen is for inquiry purposes only. If the user wants the ACH suspect transaction to post,
they must add a new ACH Positive Pay Company record or change an existing record to allow
posting. Use the previously discussed ACH Positive Pay Company screen to make the changes.
 If the ACH transaction is a valid exception that should not post, the user does nothing.
ACH positive pay suspects will not update the account’s memo balance. Prior to the start of the
nightly processing cycle, the program will run again to check for changes to the positive pay
criteria, for example, new or modified company records, that affect the existing entries. The
account’s memo balance will be adjusted for cleared entries or new suspects. The ACU320
program also produces the following reports:
 ACH Positive Pay Suspects (ACU320-01)
 ACH Positive Pay Suspects—Cleared Transactions (ACU320-02)
ACH Positive Pay accounts can be set to receive email notifications when ACH transactions are
flagged as suspects. To set up the email notifications for suspect entries, use the Notification
screen under the Security section.
If company records are not added or maintained to allow suspect entries to post in cycle
processing, items will reject and will be placed on the Positive Pay Exceptions screen the next
day. Click the Exceptions link under the Positive Pay section to navigate to the screen.
After cycle processing has occurred, any suspect entries that were not allowed to post display on
the Positive Pay Exceptions screen.
 This screen displays “ACH Positive Pay Suspect” under the Unposted Reason when the
exception transaction was unpaid due to ACH positive pay criteria.
 Transactions that reject due to ACH positive pay criteria will be returned unless the user
marks the item to pay on the Update Positive Pay exception transaction screen.
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Customer Name

Login customer name.

Accounts

All available deposit accounts for the login customer. Select to
view a specific account.

Account #

Deposit account number.

Amount

Amount of the transaction.

Debit/Credit

Indicates what type of ACH entries are being monitored.
Selections are:
 Debits and credits
 Credits only
 Debits only

Company ID

Company identifier.

Company Name

Short name of the ACH company from the ACH company record.

Individual Name

Customer name from the ACH record.

Description

Description from the ACH record.
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ACH Positive Pay Suspect
An ACH Positive Pay Suspect exception item refers to a situation where the transaction did not
post due to ACH positive pay criteria.

ACH Items automatically default to return with a default return reason code of R29.
Perform the following actions to correct the exception condition and allow the transaction to
post:
 Select Pay from the Pay/Return drop-down and save. This will allow only the current
transaction to post and does not allow future ACH transactions with the same company
ID to post automatically.
 If you want to authorize this company ID for future ACH transactions, use the Add/
Update ACH Positive Pay Company screen to add a new company record or to change
the criteria in the current record.

